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Introduction

We work in an association                          which is an french inter-company 
health at work and prevention service. Our teams provide globally   :
- individual health monitoring of one million employees working in Paris region 
- support member companies in their prevention efforts at their 80 000 working 

places (remark: 95% of these companies have less than 50 employees), 
acting in all business areas (trade, business services, catering, health and 
social services, industry, real estate, transport, logistics, …)  
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In this study, we focuse on the daily exposure to Hand arm vibration of :
- technicians in a after-sales service of a company supplying a wide range of 

portable tools for professionnals and the general public, 
- maintenance technicians and operating agents in wastewater treatment 
plants and network technicians on the water distribution network 
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• Establish a precise inventory of the tools used by the employees in a table
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Method

• Complete with the vibration level (provided by the supplier) and the duration 
(hours & minuts) of use per day of each tool ( questioning the employees and 
the team leaders) 

Remark: with After sales Technicians, we request also duration for testing tools
• Use « Hand arm vibration calculator » INRS tool using vibration level given

by supplier of tools for calculation of Hand-Arm daily vibration exposure A(8) 
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• Elaborate an awareness workshop « the hand and the arm in danger » 
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Method

Objective and Introduction

Damage

Identify risk situations Evaluate employee exposure

Pedagogic scenario part 1
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• Elaborate an awareness workshop « the hand and the arm in danger »
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Method

Reduce level
of vibration

Limit 
duration of 
exposure

Reduce
contraints

Inform
employee

Pedagogic scenario Part 2
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• Create a report with results of the Hand-Arm OSEV tool based on information 
provided by the employees who participate to the workshop
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Method

Below an example: OSEV result with informations provided by network technician, 
his use of electric angle grinder tool
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For technicians in a after-sales service of a company supplying a wide range of 
portable tools for professionnals and the general public, 
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Results

262 different tools (Percussive and vibrating ) marketed with 3 Trademarks by 
the supplier company were referenced in the inventory table.  
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Study HA vibration exposure of technicians in a after-sales service 
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Results
- With tools of Trademark 1 (sectors: construction, metals, wood and green spaces)

- With tools of Trademark 2 (sectors: construction, wood, cardboard)
On hammer drill, perforator

On nailing machine
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Study HA vibration exposure of technicians in a after-sales service (more) 
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Results
- With tools of Trademark 3 (sectors: Car and trucks)

On impact spanner, vibrating sender
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For maintenance technicians and operating agents in wastewater treatment 
plants and network technicians on the water distribution network 
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Results

5 different tools (Percussive and vibrating ) are mostly mentioned by employees:
- Electric angle grinder tool
- Metal drill
- Saber saw
- Tamping rammer
- Brush cutter 

Daily exposure to Hand-Arm vibration for maintenance technicians working on 
large sites

HA OSEV A(8)

- 3 hours by day using Electric angle grinder tool

- 3 hours by day using metal drill 
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For maintenance technicians and operating agents in wastewater treatment 
plants and network technicians on the water distribution network 
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Results

Daily exposure to Hand-Arm vibration for operating agents working on 
plants                                                                           HA OSEV A(8)
- 1 hour by day using Electric angle grinder tool

- 2 hours by day using Brush cutter

Daily exposure to Hand-Arm vibration for network technicians
working on water distribution sites                HA OSEV A(8)

- 30 minuts by day using Saber saw

- 2 hours by day using Tamping rammer
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For the two cases studied, our recommendations concern the three axis
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Conclusion

Reduce level of vibration: 
- When purchasing new equipment, choose the least vibrating machines, tools 
and equipment according to the data (including vibration level) provided by the 
manufacturers.
- Maintain equipment in good condition

Limit duration of exposure:
- Provide for job rotation and multi-skilling    - Arrange for recovery time

Reduce contraints:
- Choose the equipment best suited to the tasks to be carried out
- Train operators in the use of the equipment to be used- Use clothing 

appropriate to the work environment to keep the body and hands warm and dry
- Organise work areas to improve postures, to reduce pushing and gripping 

efforts
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Thanks for your attention

Any questions ? 
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